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CUSTOMER STORY - NISSAN SAUDI ARABIA

138% Increase in Leads 
Generated through 
a Chatbot after 
Introducing a Verified 
WhatsApp Channel
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Nissan Saudi Arabia prides itself in catering to 
customers’ needs, creating positive interactions, 
and building a positive brand image by 
continuously adding quick, simple, and relevant 
solutions. The Customer Experience & Digital 
Transformation department in Nissan Saudi 
Arabia aims to develop comprehensive digital 
strategies by adding automated communication 
channels to increase customer engagement and 
enable digital customer journeys.

The Nissan Saudi Arabia team used a call center 
as the primary communication channel with 
customers, where queries were routed from a 
website based chatbot. Due to working hours 
limitations, customers were not able to be 
catered to around the clock. 

Customer 
satisfaction rate

4.4%
Increase in 
unique users

71%
Increase in  
leads

138%

The previous chatbot introduced by Nissan 
Saudi Arabia was only available via one channel 
and accessed through their main website. By 
analyzing the chatbot user behavior, it was 
found that it was limiting customer penetration 
to Nissan Saudi Arabia’s services and products. 

Nissan Saudi Arabia became aware of how 
the delay in response time can impact 
customer experience. These challenges 
encouraged Nissan Saudi Arabia to adopt new 
communication channels to champion two-way 
communication with customers.

CHALLENGE

Finding the right communication method to cater to customers 24/7 
in Saudi Arabia

https://en.nissan-saudiarabia.com/corporate.html
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To improve customer engagement and support 
customers 24/7, Nissan Saudi Arabia added 
the AI-based chatbot service over a verified 
WhatsApp for Business channel. WhatsApp 
as a choice was due to the app’s popularity 
in KSA as it is considered the Number 1 used 
communication platform with over 75% 
penetration rate. 

Nissan Saudi Arabia’s dedication to digitalize the 
customer journey by decreasing waiting time 
and offering quick resolutions to customers’ 
inquiries inspired the team to choose Infobip’s 
WhatsApp Business API. Nissan Saudi Arabia 
trusted Infobip to add a verified WhatsApp 
channel to boost customer engagement 
through the full utilization of the chatbot over 
website and social media channels experience.

Nissan Saudi Arabia chose Infobip due to 
Infobip’s analytical capabilities and technical 
expertise. Infobip has catered to all Nissan 
Saudi Arabia’s requirements with high flexibility 
and scalability and offered a secure platform 
that meets all Nissan Saudi Arabia’s business 
communications needs.

WhatsApp Business API enabled Nissan Saudi 
Arabia to support customers 24/7 while catering 
to their automotive needs securely, offering 
always-on support, and sending updates in real-
time. In November 2020, Nissan Saudi Arabia 
deployed WhatsApp Business API to enhance 
customer engagement, increase trust, and build 
long-lasting relationships with customers. 

SOLUTION

Build long-lasting relationships with customers over a verified 
WhatsApp channel

Wednesday

    Messages to this chat and calls are 
now secured with end-to-end 
encryption. Tap for more info.

Nissan Saudi Arabia
Active now

Hello Mohammed El-Khayat, I am 
Kaito by Nissan, your intelligent 
assistant at your service

Hello Nissan Saudi Arabia 9:00 AM

9:00 AM

Just ask me a question, 
or choose one of the options 
below:

1 I am interested in Nissan
2 I own a Nissan
3 Change to Arabic language

9:00 AM
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WhatsApp Business API notably improved 
Nissan Saudi Arabia’s customer reach by 
being available and responsive to customer 
inquiries night and day over the most 
popular communication channel in the 
Kingdom, WhatsApp. In the first three 
months of deploying WhatsApp as a verified 
communication channel, Nissan Saudi Arabia 
has witnessed significant adoption of the 
solution through customer engagement 
activities, customer satisfaction rates, and 
brand awareness measurements. Deploying 
WhatsApp Business API as a customer 
communication channel has resulted:

• The WhatsApp channel has registered 
18K unique users since the deployment of 
Infobip’s solution. 

• 625K exchanged messages in the first three 
months.

• The WhatsApp channel has generated a 
total of 2.4K sales leads. 

RESULT

An average 4.4-star rating on the overall experience 

To ensure customer satisfaction and keep track 
of user experience, Nissan Saudi Arabia has 
shared a “Rate Your Experience” survey and 
received a 4.4-star average rating from over 
3,500 Users.   

Nissan Saudi Arabia has also compared the 
website chatbot with the WhatsApp chatbot 
performance to result in:

71% increase in unique users generated from 
the WhatsApp channel.

• 653% increase in exchanged messages.

• 138% increase in generated leads.

increase in unique 
users generated from 
the WhatsApp channel

71%
increase in exchanged 
messages

653%
increase in 
generated leads

138%
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Nissan KSA has a strong heritage in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia that dates to the 1950s, 
where Nissan’s relationship with the Middle East goes back to 1957 when the first Nissan 
vehicles were delivered to Saudi Arabia. In November 2015, Nissan Saudi Arabia was 
established as a National Sales Company. Nissan appointed Petromin Nissan in 2016 as 
the official authorized retail dealer in the Kingdom, offering to service, with Nissan trained 
technicians and Nissan genuine parts, at more than 700 service points throughout Saudi 
Arabia and 12 showrooms. In May 2019, Nissan also appointed Manahil International as a new 
specialized dealer in Saudi Arabia, further expanding its sales network across the Kingdom 
with over 98 Identified Independent Retailers. Manahil International, a Mohamed Yousuf 
Naghi & Brothers Group Company, focuses on fleet sales for Nissan as well as government and 
business enterprises.

Nissan Saudi Arabia’s customer-centric approach is defined by 
studying the Saudi customer’s buying behavior and coming up 
with solutions that provide the customer with the best shopping 
and ownership experience. The KSA automotive industry has 
gone through several changes. With the COVID-19 pandemic 
accelerating digitization and impacting the industry, a 10% surge 
in VAT made the competition focus more on communicating 
offers, services, and deals, which customers are bombarded by 
regularly. The key to standing out in the automotive industry is 
identifying the market’s need and developing solutions that make 
car buying, servicing, or inquiries a seamless customer journey. 
By digitally enabling the customer journey and launching this 
new chatbot service over the WhatsApp channel, we have made 
serving our customers more accessible and convenient. Infobip 
has helped us develop the optimum journey for users to interact 
with the brand through WhatsApp easily. The technical expertise 
provided by Infobip has also allowed us to integrate it with our 
systems for smooth data capturing quickly.

Mohammed El-Khayat
Deputy GM – Customer Experience and Digital Transformation

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Nissan Saudi Arabia
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CUSTOMER STORY - UNILEVER

Promoting new 
Products with a 
WhatsApp Business 
Chatbot
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Comfort, Unilever’s leading fabric softener 
brand in Brazil, was launching a new line of 
products: a washing powder and a washing 
liquid with new and improved capabilities.

Unilever was looking for a new and unique 
approach in their promotional efforts, one that 
was equally disruptive as the product itself, 
and that would guarantee an impact.

Since WhatsApp is the world’s most popular 
chat app, and is used among consumers to 
communicate with their family and friends daily, 
Unilever decided to use the channel to connect 
with consumers in a way that’s familiar – by 
having a conversation with their audience and 
using the opportunity to raise awareness about 
their new products.

In August 2019, Unilever decided to run a 
WhatsApp Business campaign where they 
put up 1,000 posters around Sao Paulo that 
displayed teaser messages followed by a 
WhatsApp number.

exchanged 
messages in 7 days

290,000
product 
sales

14X

After some research, the multinational 
consumer goods corporation realized that 
the best way to promote the products was 
to approach the customers in a way they’re 
familiar with and that would mimic the way such 
products get recommended organically.

Once interested consumers contacted the 
number, a chatbot called MadameBot would 
give advice on how to take care of clothes, and 
introduce the new products using rich media, 
such as audio and memes.

At the end of the chat, customers received 50% 
off the new products, along with free shipping.

The self-service keyword chatbot was built on 
Infobip’s Answers platform.

CHALLENGE

Raising awareness around new products

SOLUTION

Conversational campaign over WhatsApp Business API chatbot

https://www.unilever.com.br
https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
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It was Comfort’s first campaign using 
WhatsApp, and the engagement exceeded all 
expectations. In the first 12 hours, 6,335 unique 
users interacted with Comfort’s chatbots, 
exchanging 145,000 messages – far exceeding 
the expected goal of 600 interactions. Because 
of this, the three-day campaign was extended 
for another week. In seven days, 12 thousand 
unique customers engaged with the brand, with 
over 290,000 exchanged messages.

Having a friendly conversation through 
WhatsApp with potential customers turned out 
to be a huge success.

RESULT

14 times higher sales

Unilever is one of the biggest multinational consumer goods corporations in the world that 
owns over 400 brands. They have been present in Brazil for 90 years, and their products can 
be found in almost every Brazilian home.

When we aired the campaign, Infobip was there in real-time, 
following everything that was going on with the bot. We had to 
make a bot script change in the middle of the day, and Infobip did it 
superbly quickly, without impacting consumer interactions.

Mariana Gonçalo
Senior Marketing Manager at Unilever

CUSTOMER PROFILE

UNILEVER

The conversational campaign resulted in 14 
times higher sales than on ordinary days, 
forcing the company to add external partners 
to meet the demands. Additionally, Unilever’s 
call center received many calls praising the 
campaign.

Unilever saw the benefits of conversational 
commerce firsthand and is now considering 
adding a WhatsApp number directly to the 
product package.
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CUSTOMER STORY - FLAMINGO

Increased Conversions, 
NPS score, and 
Customer Ratings with 
Conversations
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When the global pandemic hit, Flamingo’s call 
center experienced an increase in customer 
queries and found it difficult to maintain the 
same level of customer satisfaction and service 
quality as before. 

On a regular day, Flamingo had 12 to 15 agents 
handling incoming calls from customers. Before 
and during the pandemic, Flamingo’s agents felt 
overwhelmed for a few reasons: 

• Many queries were the same or similar, so 
agents were repeating answers to several 
customers

• Voice calls were time consuming and limited 
the number of customers an agent could 
help in a day, since they could only help one 
at a time

• Agents found it difficult to understand 
the extent of customers’ needs in a short 
amount of time

To begin its contact center digital 
transformation, Flamingo wanted to focus on its 
financial services customers. The retailer knew 
these customers preferred chatting with brands 
on WhatsApp and wanted to introduce this as a 
new customer service channel. 

Flamingo was looking for a solution that would 
give agents a 360-degree view of clients and 
had natively integrated chat channels, such as 
WhatsApp. 

With Infobip’s cloud contact center, 
Conversations, Flamingo agents received a 
single view solution that gave them access to 

• Spending most of the workday on repetitive 
queries took agents’ focus away from more 
complex queries

All of these challenges combined resulted 
in negative customer feedback due to bad 
response time. Customers wanted to get 
information in real time and with less effort. 

Flamingo’s key goal to adapt to a now digital 
world was to move from serving customers 
over Voice calls only to providing support over 
chat channels as well. The expected outcome 
was to reduce hold times and call center costs 
connected with expensive voice calls.  

The Colombian retailer needed a solution that 
would help them provide faster real-time 
customer service and automate processes� 

ongoing conversations and complete chat 
history, along with customer details – such as 
purchase history. 

The Colombian retailer was up and running 
with the solution in less than a week, and was 
confident it found a reliable, certified provider. 

Flamingo’s first step was to offload simple 
queries from agents. To do this, the retailer set 
up a WhatsApp keyword chatbot that provides 
instant responses to queries pertaining to 
financial services and payment arrangements.

CHALLENGE

Time-consuming voice calls led to overwhelmed agents and negative 
customer feedback

SOLUTION

Implementing Infobip’s digital contact center solution and building a 
self-service chatbot

https://www.flamingo.com.co
https://www.infobip.com/conversations
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/reduce-hold-time-in-your-call-center
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/reduce-hold-time-in-your-call-center
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In cases where a customer can’t find the 
answers they’re looking for when chatting 
with the chatbot, they get redirected to a 
live agent for further assistance. 

Now, Flamingo customers experience a 
smooth, automated level of service when 
they contact the company’s WhatsApp 
chatbot to:

• Check their balance 

• Generate tax certificates 

• Receive store information 

• Receive credit relief information

Most importantly, customers can 
complete their purchase directly through 
chat using payment links or links to 
Flamingo’s eCommerce site – letting 
agents focus on more complex queries� 

Since implementing Infobip’s contact center solution, Conversations, Flamingo was able to meet 
new customer demand. Since the pandemic shifted customers’ preferred way to communicate, more 
queries were sent online, leading Flamingo to re-employ brick and mortar employees as remote 
agents – growing its contact center from 8 agents to 28 agents.

RESULTS

More conversions, a higher NPS score, and satisfied customers

https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/provide-account-status
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A few weeks after moving its contact center 
to the cloud, introducing new chat channels, 
implementing a WhatsApp chatbot, and giving 
agents a single interface to access all relevant 
data, Flamingo saw significant results: 

• The retailer’s conversion rate for online 
sales, which used to be approximately 2%, 
grew to 13% 

• The company’s NPS score grew 21% in April 
and an additional 39% in June 

• Ratings from their customer surveys used 
to be 1 to 3 stars and are now, on average, 4 
or 5 stars 

Now, Flamingo customers leave positive reviews pertaining to the company’s fast and convenient 
customer service – and Flamingo agents are happy they have a user-friendly and easy-to-onboard 
solution. 

Additionally, sales completed through 
Conversations resulted in up to 2% of total sales 
nationwide. 

Overall, Flamingo’s contact center experienced: 

• Improved customer satisfaction 

• Improved agent productivity 

• Reduced costs connected to voice calls 

• Improved first contact resolution 

• Improved response time 

• Higher sales 
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Flamingo is a Colombian retail company counting several stores nationwide, with a rich portfolio 
of products including clothing, footwear, cosmetics and personal care products, jewelry, mobile 
phones, hardware, and furniture. The retailer expanded its business with a web shop and 
financial services, and currently caters to 5.3 million clients.

Infobip’s Conversations solution helped us grow our business 
during the global pandemic. Our customers are satisfied with the 
fast and convenient customer service, and our agents are happy 
they have a user-friendly and easy-to-onboard solution. We are 
excited to add more channels for customer communication in the 
future after the great results derived from our WhatsApp chatbot.

Claudia Constanza Wilches
IT and Supply Manager

CUSTOMER PROFILE

FLAMINGO
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CUSTOMER STORY - BOLT

Driver Conversion up 
40% Thanks to New 
Registration Journey
We helped ride-hailing company Bolt to optimize its 
driver registration journey and secure a 40% rise in 
conversion rate�
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Ride-hailing company Bolt is making waves in 
the transportation industry. The billion-dollar, 
Estonia-based company gives people a fast, 
affordable way to move around cities in Europe, 
Africa, Western Asia, and Latin America.

At the heart of its operations is a large and 
thriving community of more than 1.5 million 
registered drivers.

Expanding this community of drivers is key 
to Bolt’s ongoing success as the company 
continues to grow and scale.

That’s why the company was keen to 
optimize the driver registration process to 
further increase the conversion rate (i.e. the 
percentage of drivers who complete registration 
after starting the process).

The existing registration process was a five-
stage website form. Analytics showed that 
drivers who abandoned the process mostly did 
so when they reached the step where they’re 
asked to upload their identification and driver 
license documents.

To try and re-engage these drivers, the team 
was using channels such as email and SMS, but 
this strategy was not providing high return on 
investment and involved a lot of manual effort 
from customer support agents.

Bolt therefore wanted to use automation and 
an additional communication channel with 
wide market adoption to drive efficiencies 
and increase the percentage of drivers who 
complete registration.

Bolt relied on web forms to register and 
onboard drivers

CHALLENGE

Ride-hailing company Bolt aims to boost conversion through driver 
registration journey

https://bolt.eu/en/
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To help Bolt improve the registration experience 
and hit its conversion targets, we developed 
an optimized driver registration process over 
WhatsApp, powered by:

• our chatbot-building platform, Answers;

• our cloud contact center solution, 
Conversations; and

• our omnichannel customer engagement 
hub, Moments.

Now drivers can complete the entire registration 
process using a chat app they know and trust. A 
chatbot guides drivers through the entire journey, 
while live agents process drivers’ information.

The bot guides drivers through 
every registration step in a 

friendly and informative way

If a driver drops out of 
the registration journey 

on WhatsApp, automated 
reminder messages are sent 

via the chat app at timed 
intervals to help them pick up 

where they left off

Document upload steps used 
to see a lot of drop-off from 

the website registration form. 
Now, drivers can share their 
document and scans quickly 
and easily using WhatsApp.

SOLUTION

Customer engagement solution brings automation and efficiency to 
driver registration

These agents are also on hand to provide 
additional assistance where needed, taking 
insights from chatbot conversation histories, 
thanks to the close integration between 
Answers and Conversations.

Meanwhile, advanced analytics powered by 
Moments allow the team to track where drivers 
abandon the registration process and send 
automated reminders to bring them back into 
the journey.

Wednesday

    Messages to this chat and calls are 
now secured with end-to-end 
encryption. Tap for more info.

Bolt
Active now

Okay, Ante – let's get started!
Do you have a car that you will 
drive?

Great! What's your car's number 
plate?

Thanks! And what's your email 
address?

Yes 9:01 AM

Zg0605as 9:04 AM

9:00 AM

9:01 AM

9:04 AM

Thursday

    Messages to this chat and calls are 
now secured with end-to-end 
encryption. Tap for more info.

Bolt
Active now

You're almost there, Ante! Add a 
few more details and start 
driving with Bolt! If you need any 
help, reply DRIVER to this 
message. 9:00 AM

Thursday

    Messages to this chat and calls are 
now secured with end-to-end 
encryption. Tap for more info.

Bolt
Active now

Hey Ante! This is an example of 
the driver license scan you'll 
need to send me.

Using this as a guide, please 
send me a photo of your valid 
driver's license (temporary / 
permanent), or JTB document.

9:00 AM

9:04 AM

https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
https://www.infobip.com/answers
https://www.infobip.com/conversations
https://www.infobip.com/moments
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Together, our flexible, cloud-based technologies 
provide a host of business benefits:

• A better experience for drivers: drivers 
can quickly and easily complete their 
registration without needing to contact Bolt 
staff. The chatbot makes it easy for drivers 
to upload and send rich media and complete 
registration outside contact center opening 
hours. Agents are on-hand to provide 
additional assistance where needed.

• A better experience for agents: automating 
customer service across the registration 
journey minimizes the manual effort required 
to convert leads into registered drivers. This 
improves the agent experience by reducing 
the number of repetitive tasks and allowing 

them to process drivers’ information and 
documents using a single workspace.

• Lower operational costs: WhatsApp is a 
more cost-effective way to reconnect with 
drivers and, with the help of the chatbot, 
Bolt can process a higher volume of 
registrations.

• An even more customer-centric approach: 
customer-centricity is at the heart of Bolt’s 
business and our solutions are helping 
to support this with new communication 
channels – from WhatsApp, to Facebook 
Messenger – and with additional 
opportunities to automatically and 
proactively re-engage drivers.

The optimized driver registration process 
enabled Bolt to achieve its goals and secure a 
40% rise in conversion rate.

Thanks to Infobip’s flexible and scalable SaaS 
suite, Bolt can offer a superior experience to 
drivers and staff alike:

• Drivers can use a mobile messaging app 
they already know and trust to register in a 
fast, friendly, and efficient way.

• Agents can handle a higher volume of 
inquiries and enjoy a reduction in repetitive, 
manual tasks.

• Bolt can support drivers at every step in the 
registration and proactively bring lost leads 
back into the registration process, right 
where they left off.

This data-driven, customer-centric, and scalable 
approach to driver onboarding and engagement 
gives Bolt the real-time insights it needs to 
continually improve these experiences�

Thanks to its successful trial in South Africa, 
the solution was scaled and rolled out to an 
additional eight countries in Africa and Europe.

Bolt is now looking to further optimize the 
registration journey and add additional channels 
to boost its driver acquisition efforts and deliver 
a localized approach in each region.

RESULT

Optimized registration process boosts conversion rate by 40%

https://www.infobip.com/blog/automated-customer-service-advantages-and-examples
https://www.infobip.com/blog/automated-customer-service-advantages-and-examples
https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
https://www.infobip.com/facebook-messenger
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Bolt is a transportation platform providing ride-hailing, micromobility, and food delivery 
services, with the help of its more than 1.5 million registered drivers. Headquartered in Tallinn, 
Estonia, it operates in more than 200 cities across 40 countries in Europe, Africa, Western Asia, 
and Latin America. Used by 50 million happy customers, Bolt’s ride-hailing services provide 
a fast and affordable way to move around cities. The company is committed to helping cities 
improve mobility, minimize car ownership, and reduce urban pollution.

Infobip helped us improve the way we register and onboard 
drivers using WhatsApp. We used Answers, Conversations, and 
Moments to enhance our driver registration process and achieve 
additional growth in conversions. Together, these technologies 
mean we can deliver better experiences to drivers and optimize 
internal processes. Our strong partnership with Infobip helps 
support the company’s rapid growth.

Yev Baluyeva
Lifecycle Marketing Manager, Bolt

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Bolt
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CUSTOMER STORY - UBER

Providing Uniform 
Quality of Service and 
User Safety, Globally
Learn how ride-sharing giant Uber enhanced user 
security while also scaling their operation globally
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Uber’s rapid global expansion doesn’t come 
without challenges. The main one is providing 
the same level of service quality and safety to 
all users around the world�

User safety is paramount for Uber. The company 
needed to do something to protect both riders 
and drivers – an issue that was attracting global 
attention. 

Adding features to protect users and promoting 
security were some of the company’s top 
priorities. Uber planned to address this by 
anonymizing over 90% of users’ global calls. 
But there were obstacles to achieving this in 
UAE, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh. With Uber’s 
CEO set to attend a security roadshow, a 
solution was needed – fast.

Number masking for call anonymization 
solved safety challenges. Anonymization hides 
user numbers, making them more comfortable 
with calling. This helps drivers and passengers 
communicate in real time, instead of having to 
go through in-app chat or SMS. This makes Uber 
more convenient and safer for everyone in traffic.

Infobip’s global presence made it easy for 
Uber to add anonymization in new and high-
priority markets. Uber’s engineering team 
appreciated how fast and easy it was to deploy 
these solutions. This made integration seamless, 
helping to meet ambitious deadlines.

Infobip’s SMS connectivity with fast and reliable 
OTP delivery helped Uber achieve quick entry to 
new markets.

This is a crucial first step when entering any 
market, aiding quick and secure app adoption for 
both drivers and passengers.

Uber also uses SMS to quickly communicate peak 
times to drivers. This ensures that passengers can 
get an Uber ride anywhere at any time – without 
investing great effort.

Because Uber is such a well-known brand, 
customer expectations are high when they enter 
a new market. Any issues during the registration 
process could leave a negative first impression 
on users. This could lead to low app adoption.

Achieving app adoption in new markets 
relies on fast and reliable One-Time PIN (OTP) 
delivery rates. Both driver and passenger signups 
depend on this, as does the first impression – a 
foundation for building lasting relationships.

Once passengers and drivers in new markets 
sign up for the service, Uber needs to quickly 
inform drivers about peak demand times. These 
peak hours are crucial since spikes in demand 
for drivers can increase waiting times and cost 
for passengers� This is something that Uber 
wanted to avoid.

CHALLENGE

Providing uniform quality of service, quickly and securely,  
world-wide

SOLUTION

1. Number Masking 2. Global connectivity for OTP  
    delivery

3. User engagement over SMS

https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/enable-anonymous-calls-between-drivers-and-riders
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/enable-anonymous-calls-between-drivers-and-riders
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Infobip’s solutions helped Uber remain competitive in key markets in APAC, EMEA and LATAM. 
Thanks in part to this support, Uber is the world’s leading ridesharing app, servicing more than 110 
million users and growing.

Number masking solution address the growing 
safety concerns of riders and drivers. As a result, 
Uber was able to reach their 90% global call 
anonymization target.

Thanks to this, Uber users can be confident that 
their personal information is protected whenever 
they communicate with other passengers and 
drivers. This ensures that everyone can reach 
their destinations safe and secure.

RESULT

Increased competitiveness on key markets while improving user 
safety

90%

of global call anonymization 
target met
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Infobip is a great partner because of their ability to keep up with our 
global growth and provide the type of service we need to meet our 
users’ demands. The main advantages of working with Infobip are 
their flexibility, the client success management and support teams. 
Having that kind of dedication, that seamless 24/7 communication 
wide open and knowing there is always someone to support Uber 
sets Infobip apart from other providers.

Yoon Jung
Procurement Manager

Uber is the world’s leading ridesharing app, providing on-demand services that range from 
ridesharing to food delivery – and just about everything in between. Uber services an estimated 
110 million users in more than 785 metropolitan areas worldwide. And these numbers continue 
to grow. This growth comes with challenges related to scaling to new markets while maintaining 
the same level of service quality.

CUSTOMER PROFILE

UBER
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CUSTOMER STORY - ENRICH

Increased Sales and 
Customer Loyalty with 
Conversations
Find out how this leading chain of hair and beauty 
salons in India automated its scheduling process 
with a WhatsApp chatbot through Conversations 
to understand consumer behavior, increase sales, 
customer loyalty, and meet customers where they are� 
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Before the pandemic, Enrich appointments used 
to be scheduled in-store, over the phone, through 
email, or on social media.

However, when Enrich decided to revamp 
its home salon services, the number of calls 
to its central line increased, and the salon’s 
agents began to feel overwhelmed. For this 
reason, the salon wanted to find the best way 
to talk to customers so they could provide a 
better experience to home salon clients and 
appointment booking agents.

To do this, the salon surveyed its clients 
to understand their preferred channel for 

Enrich decided to introduce WhatsApp as 
a new customer communication channel 
using Infobip’s cloud contact center solution, 
Conversations – considering the popularity of 
the channel within the region.

Automating appointment scheduling before 
the pandemic

To create an engaging, simple, and fast experience 
for its customers and agents, Enrich created 87 
queues (one for each location) to route customers 
to the right agent based on their chosen city and 
salon. This means that all Enrich agents use the 
same solution and interface, however, each agent 
across the region has a personalized view of the 
queries that are directed to them.

The salon also decided to build a self-service 
chatbot on WhatsApp to automate its 
appointment scheduling process for its home 
salon services. In addition, Enrich set up a Click to 
WhatsApp campaign to raise awareness for their 
new communication channel to encourage more 
customers to contact them through the chat app.

scheduling appointments. As a result, 83% 
showed a tendency towards chat support when 
booking an appointment instead of calling.

In addition, after Enrich’s home services were 
revamped, the global pandemic and lockdown 
took place which influenced the salon’s search for 
new ways to help clients from a distance.

To meet this new customer demand, Enrich first 
needed a solution that would help automate 
its appointment scheduling process and later, 
enable effective ways to provide customer 
support in unexpected situations.

CHALLENGE

New customer demand led to a need for new communication 
channels

SOLUTION

Using WhatsApp through Infobip’s cloud contact center solution to 
stay connected with customers

WhatsApp is made for our 
market – everybody loves to 
chat in India.
Sachin Kamat 
Director, Enrich

https://www.enrichbeauty.com
https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
https://www.infobip.com/conversations
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/assign-a-customer-inquiry-to-the-right-agent
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/assign-a-customer-inquiry-to-the-right-agent
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/help-customers-schedule-their-appointments
https://www.infobip.com/blog/how-to-reach-more-customers-with-whatsapp-business-api
https://www.infobip.com/blog/how-to-reach-more-customers-with-whatsapp-business-api
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WhatsApp as a support channel during 
the pandemic

Shortly after using WhatsApp to handle 
home salon appointments, the global 
pandemic took place, and Enrich found 
new ways to use the channel to stay 
connected with customers at a distance. 
In addition, using the channel through 
Conversations enabled Enrich agents 
to work from home while continuing to 
provide support during the lockdown.

Since WhatsApp enables businesses to 
share rich media, such as images and 
videos, the salon used the opportunity 
to share do-it-yourself beauty tips 
with its clients. The rich media feature 
also enabled clients to make purchases 
through the chat app by sending a picture 
of the product they’re interested in – as 
well as send delivery information.

Once the lockdown was lifted, the salon 
was able to use WhatsApp through 
Conversations to share store opening 
information, working hours updates, and to 
send surveys to track customer satisfaction.

Since automating its appointment scheduling 
process, Enrich can now offload work from 
its central team. In addition, using WhatsApp 
through Conversations before, during, and 
after the pandemic helped the salon deliver 
a personalized customer experience that 
increased sales and customer loyalty.

RESULTS

Personalized customer 
experiences and ongoing 
support led to increased sales 
and loyalty

We have zero window shoppers. 
We are very lucky to know all our 
customers personally by name, 
know what their last treatment 
was, and what their preferences 
are – and Conversations helps us 
show them that we care!

Dipika Mundhara 
Assisstant Manager – Digital 
Marketing, Enrich

https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/send-instructional-videos-over-api
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/package-tracking-notification
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The salon also experienced a 13�8x return on advertising spend (ROAS) from its Click to WhatsApp 
campaign which was set up before the pandemic.

Enrich agents are equally as satisfied with Conversations since it gives them a complete view of chat 
history and customer context – helping them avoid repetitive questions, such as ˝What was your last 
treatment?˝ or ˝Which products do you normally use?˝ – so they can resolve queries faster and book 
more appointments.

Using Infobip’s solution played a role in sustaining Enrich’s position as a digital pioneer in India.

Enrich runs the largest chain of CoCo (Company Owned & Operated) hair & beauty salons in 
India. With almost 2,000 employees and 83 salons across six cities, they serve 130,000 unique 
customers every month. They’re the largest chain of their kind in Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad, 
Bengaluru, Vadodara, and Surat, and have ambitious growth plans.

Apart from being awarded the Best Regional Salon Chain of the Year for three consecutive 
years, they have also been awarded for The Best Salon in Digital Marketing, Regional Retailer 
of the Year, and the Award for IT Impact. Enrich is a digital pioneer in its domain in India.

Infobip’s cloud contact center solution, Conversations, helped us 
automate our appointment scheduling process with a chatbot on 
our customers’ preferred channel – WhatsApp. Now, our customers 
receive fast, simple support and are routed to an agent at their 
chosen salon location. As a result, our agents deliver personalized 
customer experiences that increase sales and customer loyalty.

Dipika Mundhara
Assistant Manager – Digital Marketing

CUSTOMER PROFILE

ENRICH

13.8x
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CUSTOMER STORY - BUKALAPAK

Increasing Client 
Account Security with 
2FA
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Security is a concern for any ecommerce 
business – and Bukalapak is no exception. To 
provide the highest level of security for their 
users, Bukalapak needed to send one-time PINs 
(OTP) for transactions, logins, and registrations, 
as well as for any account detail changes such 
as email or phone numbers. This would help 
users register to the service, as well as prevent 
account takeovers and other security breaches.

Bukalapak integrated 2FA SMS into their in-
house developed system using Infobip’s API, 
which they used to send OTPs for new user 
registrations, as well as for transactions. This 
also gave them the ability to send high-priority 
marketing messages for brand promotions and 
big events using SMS. 

As a result of using Infobip 2FA SMS, Bukalapak 
saw delivery rates rise between 4-5%, which 
put them over the targeted delivery rate success 
threshold. This has had a positive impact for 
Bukalapak, specifically with:

Having low OTP delivery rates caused bottlenecks 
in the customer journey. Low delivery rates 
prevented users from registering to the platform 
and completing transactions – which had a 
negative impact on revenue and profits.

Bukalapak set a target success threshold for 
logins, checkouts, and transactions. To achieve 
this target, OTP delivery needed to be fast, 
reliable, and cost-effective�

The most important features for Bukalapak 
were platform reliability and the message 
delivery success rate. Infobip’s platform 
provides monitoring features that make it 
possible for clients to track performance in real 
time. Bukalapak used these features to monitor 
delivery success rates closely and quickly 
identify any issues.

• Improved conversion rates 

• A sharp decline in account takeovers 

• Fast resolution thanks to platform 
monitoring features 

CHALLENGE

Security breaches and low conversion rates

SOLUTION

Improve security with Infobip 2FA SMS

RESULT

4-5% increase in delivery rates, improved user security, higher 
revenue

https://www.bukalapak.com/
https://www.infobip.com/en/glossary/otp-one-time-pin-code
https://www.infobip.com/en/glossary/otp-one-time-pin-code
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/two-factor-authentication-over-api
https://www.infobip.com/docs/api#
https://www.infobip.com/sms
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Bukalapak increased delivery rates above their 
success threshold using Infobip SMS

These three things combined positively 
impacted Bukalapak’s revenue and profit, since 
OTP issues were practically eliminated – which 
was a critical step in their business process.

Bukalapak was very satisfied with the 
professional relationship developed with Infobip, 
as well. Fast response times from the account 
management team helped quickly resolve any 
issues Bukalapak encountered

Bukalapak is one of the largest online marketplaces and ecommerce companies in Indonesia. 
The company has expanded into many areas beyond its origins, but still continues to prioritize 
empowering traditional mom-and-pop stores. or warungs, in the age of ecommerce.

Infobip provided us a solution that proved fast, reliable, and easy 
to implement. The monitoring features allow us to keep track of 
delivery rates in real time, which helps us keep our customers 
protected. Working with the Infobip team is a pleasure – their 
account management team is always there for us, and they 
efficiently solve any issues that arise. Improving customer security 
has helped us improve our revenue and profitability thanks to a 
cost-effective solution that was fast and easy to implement.

Stefio Kurniadi
COO Office

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Bukalapak
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CUSTOMER STORY - PRIMER GROUP

Boosting Sales 225% 
Using Viber
Primer Group wanted to grow their ecommerce, fast� 
Find out how they leveraged Viber to achieve 225% 
sales growth�
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With ecommerce surging under Lazada and 
Shopee, Primer saw the value of investing in 
online shopping. However, they immediately 
faced the challenge of moving offline shoppers 
towards their online stores.

The challenge was how to communicate to 
customers that they could shop online. This 
introduced a subsequent challenge – how to 
continuously engage with these customers once 
online?

Operating 400 stores and offering 150 
monobrands overwhelmed Primer with a wealth 

Primer noticed their target market segment was 
using chat apps. They decided Viber Business 
Messaging from Infobip would help them engage 
this segment and drive them towards ecommerce.

Additionally, using chat apps helped build a 
more humanized image of the brand by creating 
dynamic engagement with customers.

Thanks to the reporting features available from 
Infobip, Primer was able to validate user data 
and monitor campaign effectiveness.

of data. The challenge here was how to maximize 
and check the value of their massive database.

Making smart use of the data was also 
challenging, since Primer lacked analytical tools 
to provide metrics aside from campaign revenue.

When pandemic measures closed their brick-
and-mortar Bratpack stores, Primer needed a 
way to keep this brand afloat. They needed to 
move their CRM online in a push to turn loyal 
customers into ecommerce shoppers.

The intuitive dashboard made it easy for 
Primer’s team to implement blasts.

For Bratpack, Viber introduced the capability to 
connect with their offline customers and offer 
them more shopping options with direct links 
and exclusive offers.

To introduce the new channel, Bratpack offered 
a discount voucher over the ecommerce site with 
a Viber code. The code was redeemable only by 
customers who received the code over Viber.

CHALLENGE

Moving to ecommerce

SOLUTION

Viber Business Messaging

https://www.primergrp.com
https://www.infobip.com/viber-business
https://www.infobip.com/viber-business
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Viber introduced a new level of customer 
engagement, improving customer journeys – as 
well as increasing ecommerce traffic and revenue.

Primer could connect with customers using 
more humanized messaging and by creating 
more engaging campaigns. This resulted in 
higher customer attraction and better customer 
engagement.

The ability to track which users were active 
helped Primer to focus their messaging spend 
on active customers only. In addition, by 
moving campaigns from email to Viber, Primer’s 
campaigns became more effective.

Making data driven decisions is simpler than 
ever thanks to automated reports providing 
insights on:

• Customer engagement

• Delivery rates

• Conversion rates

• Sales targets

Thanks to Viber, Bratpack saw 53% of users 
redeem codes for high customer engagement, 
resulting in hitting 401% of the store’s total 
target sales for a 224�81% sales boost, month-
on-month�

RESULT

Achieving 401% sales targets and 225% monthly sales boost

of users  
redeeming codes

53%
401%

sales total

224.81%
sales growth
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The Primer Group of companies have the joint mission of bringing the best lifestyle, 
travel, fashion and wellness product brands to their customers. Headquartered in Manila, 
Philippines, Primer is present in 10 countries from Southeast Asia to Australia and the UK. 
The group has a diverse portfolio, including industrial products and services, as well as energy 
efficiency services.

Bratpack is a Prime Group lifestyle concept store, catering to younger buyers – from students 
to anyone who feels young at heart.

From the time we started the partnership with Infobip, we’ve been 
improving on our customer engagement getting good results 
from each campaign launch. We’ve seen the value in their service 
and integrate with our marketing efforts.

Their support and client servicing are remarkable, ensuring that 
we can manage to achieve our goals with the help of the services. 
We are expecting to onboard more brands as we go along with 
this partnership and get more guidance and technical expertise 
from Infobip.

Arjay Yano
Senior Digital Supervisor

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Primer Group
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CUSTOMER STORY - CARDEKHO

Improving the Car 
Buying Process with 
WhatsApp Business API
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CarDekho is an end-to-end car research portal 
where customers can find information based on 
their car preference and current car buying state. 
CarDekho’s editorial team provides updated 
information around every aspect of their car-
buying journey which includes price, offers, 
dealers, comparison, and more to customers.  

To ensure their position as India’s leading auto 
tech company, along with the rise in popularity 
of chat apps over the last few years, CarDekho 
was exploring solutions that would help them 
communicate with prospects and customers over 
channels they already use – such as WhatsApp.  

Since WhatsApp is the most used chat app in 
India, CarDekho decided it would be worthwhile 
to implement this as a new communication 
channel with customers.  

The auto tech company came across Infobip 
on Facebook’s list of vendors who provide 
businesses with the WhatsApp Business API 
and has experience in the local region. 

A few features that stood out the most to 
CarDekho were that WhatsApp: 

• Offers contextual communication – all 
conversation history is available for car 
dealers to pick up where they left off with 

conversations  
per day

15,000
sessions during 
campaign period

2M

Until recently, CarDekho relied on channels 
such as SMS and email to notify their prospects 
about these deals. However, over time, 
customers began looking into new ways of 
communicating with brands in the Indian 
market. 

prospects and customers. This eliminates 
the need for repeat conversations and lets 
car dealers provide faster service. 

• Has policies in place to protect users 
against spam. Since WhatsApp has detailed 
guidelines on the type of messages that 
can be sent from businesses to consumers, 
customers trust that their conversations 
with CarDekho will be service-oriented, 
eliminating any marketing spam. 

•  Has high reach and engagement. Since 
WhatsApp is the most used chat app in 
India, CarDekho can be sure that their 
messages will be delivered, opened, and 
read by majority of the Indian market. 

•  Allows for rich content. The platform 
lets car dealers share other forms of 
content, such as videos, images, links, and 
documents – helping customers easily make 
informed decisions. 

CHALLENGE

Meeting customer communication demands

SOLUTION

WhatsApp Business API to drive customer engagement

http://www.cardekho.com/
https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
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Based on customers’ search criteria, CarDekho offers real-time support throughout the purchase 
journey. WhatsApp is primarily used to send alerts to prospective buyers about cars that are on sale, 
have entered the market, and fit their search criteria, or new releases that they have been keeping 
an eye on.  

Incorporating WhatsApp Business turned out 
to be a great success – one that was almost 
guaranteed due to over 400 million active users 
on WhatsApp in India. 

The campaign generated 15,000 conversations 
per day, with an average of 600 – 700 inquires 
requesting detailed information about vehicles 
and support from CarDekho. This is something 

WhatsApp Business is ideal for due to the rich 
messaging capabilities that includes the ability to 
send high-resolution images. 

The convenience of the messaging channel 
shined through the two million sessions that 
happened over the platform throughout the 
campaign – along with only 1 to 1�5% of users 
opting out throughout the process.

RESULT

Increased customer engagement and superior support

https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/offer-real-time-support-during-purchase
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/offer-real-time-support-during-purchase
https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/26/whatsapp-india-users-400-million/?guccounter=1
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Founded in 2008, CarDekho is India’s leading auto tech company that helps users buy cars 
that are right for them. Its website and mobile app carry rich automotive content such as 
expert reviews, detailed specs and prices, comparisons, as well as videos and pictures of 
all car brands and models available in India. The company has tie-ups with more than 10 
auto manufacturers, more than 54,000 auto dealers, and numerous financial institutions to 
facilitate the purchase of vehicles.

It is important for any customer brand to always engage with 
impact. Infobip enabling WhatsApp Business has helped Cardekho 
achieve this. With WhatsApp Business and its rich communications 
capabilities, we have enhanced our services by providing meaningful 
and impactful product information and support to our customers. In 
addition, it has helped our brand stand out.

Anurag Jain
Chief Operations Officer and Co-founder of CarDekho

CUSTOMER PROFILE

CARDEKHO
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CUSTOMER STORY - EASEMYTRIP

Better Conversion and 
Customer Experience 
Through WhatsApp, 
RCS, and SMS
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With a target audience between the ages of 25 
and 40, Indian company EaseMyTrip is always 
looking for ways to optimize their customer 
communication and offer the most convenient 
and innovative experience. In order to achieve 
this, the team follows a 360 marketing 
approach – always open-minded to testing and 
implementing new and innovative channels.

Because of this approach and company mindset, 
EaseMyTrip is continuously looking to address 
the following challenges:

Firstly, they are always looking for the right 
channel to engage their customers with the latest 
deals and updates, no matter where they are.

In order to address all these challenges, EaseMyTrip 
started working closely with Infobip in 2019, and 
has since implemented multiple channels.

The solution to improve EaseMyTrip’s customer 
communication was multi-fold – WhatsApp 
Busines API, SMS, and RCS Business Messaging 
used over different stages and according to 
customer preference. 

WhatsApp Business 
With over 400 million users in India and the 
ability to support rich media capabilities, 
WhatsApp was the obvious choice to send pdf 
e-tickets to their customers conveniently. After 
the purchase of the ticket is performed on 
the EaseMyTrip site, their customer receives a 
WhatsApp message with a .pdf e-ticket.

SMS 
SMS is an established, and one of the most 
preferred communication channels in India. This 
is why EaseMyTrip uses Infobip’s web-based 
tool for campaign creation to share the latest 
promotional deals with their customer base. The 

Secondly, they want to improve their customer 
travelling experience by being able to deliver 
reliable and timely flight notifications to prevent 
unnecessary customer frustration.

Thirdly, they are always looking to implement 
new channels that are being adopted by people 
in India.

To solve all of these challenges and have the 
ability to implement new ideas to improve their 
customer journey continuously, they needed a 
messaging partner that could help them start 
using new services quickly – one with quick to 
market solutions.

CHALLENGE

Continuously improving customer experience and engagement

SOLUTION

Implementing WhatsApp Business, Rich Communication Services, 
and SMS through Infobip

tool allows them to be flexible in both campaign 
creation and testing different approaches, while 
the URL tracking feature gives EaseMyTrip 
insight into their message engagement.

Lastly, Infobip helped EaseMyTrip with sharing 
time-critical information about flight changes. 
Whenever a flight is delayed, for example, an 
SMS containing vital information about it is 
triggered and sent to the exact target audience 
affected by this change.

RCS Business 
Late in 2020, EaseMyTrip decided to test Rich 
Communications Services and see the impact 
the channel would have. After discussing 
the potential use cases with the team at 
Infobip, they decided to use the channel to 
run promotions and get feedback from their 
customers about traveling post-Covid.

As EaseMyTrip business is a 24/7 service, 
Infobip’s 24/7 support with local language and 
local presence ensured all the channels were 
running smoothly. 

https://www.easemytrip.com/
https://www.infobip.com/whatsapp-business
https://www.infobip.com/sms
https://www.infobip.com/rcs
https://www.infobip.com/rcs
https://www.infobip.com/offices
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EaseMyTrip was able to increase their 
engagement and improve customer experience 
with the use of SMS, RCS and WhatsApp in their 
communication efforts.

SMS helped their customers receive important 
flight information on time, while WhatsApp 
played a significant role in improving the 
customer experience as it proved to be an 
ideal solution that gave EaseMyTrip customers 

Seeing the positive impact WhatsApp has 
had on their day-to-day business, EaseMyTrip 
decided to upgrade their customer 
communication even further. They have 
developed a chatbot that helps users make new 
bookings and also receive price alerts. They 
are also enhancing the chatbot to provide 
customer support, which will help their 
customers easily discover their ideal trip.

After sending 5.5 million RCS messages, the 
new communication channel proved to be a 
success – compared to email, the open rate was 
7% higher and the CTR almost 4x.

additional value and truly eased their trips and 
ticket bookings.

While tapping into the new chat channel, they 
also addressed the problem they had with their 
emails containing important flight details not 
being opened on time. With WhatsApp, the 
waiting time for customers’ responses dropped 
to an average of 10 minutes.

The elaborate campaign managed to fulfill 
multiple goals – resulting in 10 times more 
surveys filled and a 2�7% higher conversion 
rate, than a similar email campaign where 
customers used a promotional code to book 
their next trip.

The team at EaseMyTrip found excellent value 
in RCS because of the ability to define multiple 
customer journeys and enrich them with images 
and links, while also giving them complete 
control of the interactions.

RESULT

Better engagement and customer experience

https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
https://www.infobip.com/docs/use-cases/create-a-simple-self-service-chatbot
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EaseMyTrip is an Indian online travel company founded in 2008. Headquartered in New Delhi, 
the company provides hotel bookings, air tickets, holiday packages, bus bookings, and white-
label services. EaseMyTrip has a network of over 47,000 travel agents and overseas offices in 
London, Singapore, Dubai, Maldives, and Bangkok.

Infobip solutions helped us improve the conversion of website 
visitors into customers. Implementing SMS has helped us in 
engaging our customers, while WhatsApp showed to be a great 
channel for our booking confirmation. They like the easy way they 
can manage their booking information. Also, Infobip provided 
great support with both their business and technical teams – 
enabling us to quickly go to market with new services.

Akshay Sharda
Head Of Digital

CUSTOMER PROFILE

EaseMyTrip
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